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Arabidopsis thaliana endosperm, a transient tissue that nourishes
the embryo, exhibits extensive localized DNA demethylation on
maternally inherited chromosomes. Demethylation mediates par-
ent-of-origin–specific (imprinted) gene expression but is appar-
ently unnecessary for the extensive accumulation of maternally
biased small RNA (sRNA) molecules detected in seeds. Endosperm
DNA in the distantly related monocots rice and maize is likewise
locally hypomethylated, but whether this hypomethylation is gen-
erally parent-of-origin specific is unknown. Imprinted expression
of sRNA also remains uninvestigated in monocot seeds. Here, we
report high-coverage sequencing of the Kitaake rice cultivar that
enabled us to show that localized hypomethylation in rice endo-
sperm occurs solely on the maternal genome, preferring regions
of high DNA accessibility. Maternally expressed imprinted genes
are enriched for hypomethylation at putative promoter regions
and transcriptional termini and paternally expressed genes at
promoters and gene bodies, mirroring our recent results in
A. thaliana. However, unlike in A. thaliana, rice endosperm sRNA
populations are dominated by specific strong sRNA-producing loci,
and imprinted 24-nt sRNAs are expressed from both parental
genomes and correlate with hypomethylation. Overlaps between
imprinted sRNA loci and imprinted genes expressed from opposite
alleles suggest that sRNAs may regulate genomic imprinting.
Whereas sRNAs in seedling tissues primarily originate from small
class II (cut-and-paste) transposable elements, those in endosperm
are more uniformly derived, including sequences from other trans-
poson classes, as well as genic and intergenic regions. Our data
indicate that the endosperm exhibits a unique pattern of sRNA
expression and suggest that localized hypomethylation of mater-
nal endosperm DNA is conserved in flowering plants.
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DNA methylation is a covalent modification of cytosine ob-
served across the tree of life (1). In plants, methylation is

mediated by distinct enzymatic systems in the CG, CHG, and
CHH contexts (where H is A, C, or T), and regulates gene ex-
pression and transposon repression (2). The establishment of plant
DNA methylation in all sequence contexts and the maintenance of
CHH methylation is mediated by a specialized branch of the RNA
interference pathway that generates nuclear-targeted 24-nt small
RNA (sRNA) molecules (3, 4). Plants also possess DEMETER
(DME) family DNA glycosylases that actively demethylate DNA by
excising 5-methylcytosine in all sequence contexts (5, 6), with a pre-
ference for relatively euchromatic transposable elements (TEs) (7).
Homologs of DME are expressed in various tissues of the

model dicot Arabidopsis thaliana throughout development (8),
but DME expression is most prominent in the so-called gamete
companion cells: the central and vegetative cells (9, 10). The
vegetative cell forms the pollen tube that delivers two sperm
cells, one of which fuses with the haploid egg cell to form the
embryo, whereas the other fuses with the adjacent diploid central
cell to form the nutritive triploid endosperm. Together with

a maternally derived seed coat, the endosperm and embryo form
a seed. DME activity in the central cell is essential for the spe-
cific hypomethylation seen in maternally inherited endosperm
chromosomes (7), which establishes parent-of-origin–specific
(imprinted) gene expression patterns that are crucial for seed
development (9, 11).
sRNAs in the A. thaliana seed also show biased parental origin,

with the majority of identified 24-nt sRNAs derived from maternal
sequences (12). These sRNAs apparently accumulate in the en-
dosperm and mediate gene expression (12, 13). However, accu-
mulation of maternally derived sRNA is unaffected by mutations
in any of the DNA- and histone-modifying enzymes that are known
to regulate imprinted gene expression, including DME (14), leav-
ing unresolved the mechanism by which they are generated.
Rice, a monocot that diverged from A. thaliana roughly 150

million years ago (15), possesses marked decreases in CG
methylation at specific sites throughout the genome that corre-
late with endosperm-specific gene expression (16). However, we
currently do not know whether the localized endosperm CG
hypomethylation in rice is maternal specific, whether it correlates
with imprinted gene expression, and whether sRNAs in the rice
seed are generally maternally biased. Here, we show that hypo-
methylation in rice endosperm occurs specifically on maternally
inherited chromosomes, is preferentially associated with imprin-
ted genes, and is enriched within regions of open chromatin,
suggesting that DME family–mediated demethylation is a con-
served feature of flowering plant reproduction. We also show
that, unlike in A. thaliana, imprinted 24-nt sRNAs in the endo-
sperm originate from both parental genomes and are associated
with demethylated regions, closely resembling the behavior of
protein coding genes and suggesting that sRNA accumulation
may be regulated differently in the persistent endosperm of rice
and the more ephemeral endosperm of A. thaliana.

Results
Resequencing of the Kitaake Cultivar. To examine parent-of-origin–
specificDNAmethylation and sRNAexpression in rice endosperm,
we sequenced the genome of the Kitaake cultivar of japonica rice,
achieving 79-fold depth of coverage. Kitaake is a photoperiod-
insensitive relative of Nipponbare with a rapid life cycle compared
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with other rice varieties (∼9 wk from seed to seed) that facilitates
genetic experiments. Using the referenceMSU version 6.0 genome
sequence of the closely related (17) Nipponbare rice cultivar (18,
19), we mapped Kitaake reads, which covered 97% of the Nippon-
bare genome.We identified 169,819 SNPs between Nipponbare and
Kitaake (Dataset S1), allowing us to resolve the parental origin of
sequence reads from F1 hybrids of these cultivars.

Maternal Rice Endosperm Genome Shows Strong Site-Specific DNA
Hypomethylation. We performed bisulfite sequencing of endo-
sperm and embryo harvested from F1 seeds of Nipponbare and
Kitaake reciprocal crosses (Table S1). In both reciprocal crosses,
maternal and paternal genomes in 7- to 8-d-old rice embryos
display similar methylation patterns in all sequence contexts (the
average of reciprocal crosses is shown in Figs. 1 A–F and 2 A–C;
results for individual crosses, which are very similar, are shown in
Figs. S1 and S2). However, the maternal genome of 7- to 8-d-old
rice endosperm is slightly globally hypomethylated and strongly
hypomethylated at specific sites in the CG context with respect to
the paternal endosperm genome (Figs. 1 A and B and 2D; con-
sistent individual cross data shown in Figs. S1 A and B and S2 A
and B), which has similar methylation patterns to both parental
complements of the embryo genome (Fig. 1 A and B; Fig. S3A).
Thus, the CG hypomethylation of the maternal endosperm genome
apparently fully accounts for the localized CG methylation differ-
ences we previously reported between rice endosperm and embryo
(Fig. S3B) (16), and mirrors the site-specific, DME-mediated CG
demethylation of the maternal genome in A. thaliana (7).
CHG and CHH methylation of both maternal and paternal

genomes is lower in the endosperm than in the embryo (Fig. 1 C–
F; Figs. S1 C–F, S2 C–F, and S3 C–F), consistent with our earlier
report (16). The maternal endosperm genome is modestly globally
hypermethylated in the CHG context compared with the paternal

genome (black trace in Fig. 2E), but loci with strong maternal CG
hypomethylation are also maternally hypomethylated in non-CG
contexts (red traces in Fig. 2 E and F), as they are in A. thaliana
(7). This result indicates that the localized demethylation
affects all sequence contexts, strongly implicating a DME family
glycosylase.

Endosperm Hypomethylated Sites Are Enriched Within Regions of
Open Chromatin. In A. thaliana, DME-mediated demethylation
preferentially occurs in short TEs with euchromatic chromatin
features and is rare in gene bodies and long heterochromatic TEs
(7). To examine the distribution of demethylated sites in rice, we
identified 27,669 regions that are significantly hypomethylated at
CG sites in the endosperm compared with the embryo (Dataset
S2) and used them as a proxy for maternally hypomethylated
sequences. These differentially methylated regions (DMRs) span
5.5% of the genome and range in size from 50 bp to 12.95 kb,
with a median size of 500 bp and a mean size of 737 bp.
Rice DMRs preferentially occur in genes and intergenic

sequences rather than TEs (Fig. 3A). Among repetitive sequen-
ces, DMRs are less frequent at large class I long terminal repeat
(LTR) TEs and are more abundant in class I non-LTR TEs, short
TEs of various types, and TEs that occur within gene bodies (Fig.
3 B and C). Although distinct from the distribution of A. thaliana
DMRs (7), the depletion of rice DMRs from long TEs suggests
that DME family enzymes preferentially demethylate more ac-
cessible euchromatic sequences in rice, as well as in A. thaliana.
To test this hypothesis, we compared our methylation results with
previously published DNase I hypersensitivity data (20). Indeed,
DNA accessibility is correlated with endosperm hypomethylation
(Fig. 3D); genic and intergenic regions are generally more ac-
cessible than TEs, and class I non-LTR and shorter TEs are more
accessible than longer class I LTR and class II TEs (Fig. 3D).

Differentially Methylated Regions Are Enriched Around and Within
Imprinted Genes. Because of the strong association between
imprinted gene expression and endosperm hypomethylation
(9, 11), we examined DNA methylation at genes known to be
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Fig. 1. Maternal and paternal patterns of DNA methylation in rice embryo
and endosperm. Genes (A, C, and E) and TEs (B, D, and F) were aligned at the
5′ end (Left) or the 3′ end (Right). Methylation levels within each 100-bp
interval for maternal and paternal genomes were averaged between re-
ciprocal crosses and then plotted from 2 kb away from the annotated gene
or TE (negative numbers) to 4 kb into the annotated region (positive num-
bers). The dashed lines at zero represent the points of alignment. CG
methylation is shown in A and B, CHG in C and D, and CHH in E and F.

A B C
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Fig. 2. Kernel density plots showing the frequency distribution of DNA
methylation differences between maternal and paternal complements in
50-bp windows across the genome for embryo (A–C) and endosperm (D–F).
Red traces in E and F represent CHG (E) and CHH (F) methylation differences
in windows that show fractional CG hypomethylation of the maternal en-
dosperm genome >0.4 (red box in D); p, p-value of a two-sample Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov test. A shift of the main peak with respect to zero represents
a global difference between maternal and paternal genomes. Shoulders at
the left and right represent local hypomethylation of the paternal and
maternal genomes, respectively.
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imprinted in rice endosperm (21). Both maternally and paternally
expressed genes are preferentially demethylated compared with
other genes (Fig. 4A) and tend to have DMRs in their promoter
regions (Fig. 4B). Maternally expressed genes are specifically
enriched for DMRs that span the transcription start site (TSS),
transcription termination site (TTS), and 3′ region, whereas

paternally expressed genes are specifically enriched for DMRs in
their bodies (Fig. 4 B and C; Fig. S4). Methylation of the TSS and
TTS is correlated with gene silencing (22), consistent with the spe-
cific activation of maternally expressed endosperm genes by DNA
demethylation. The rice DMR distribution, including the enrich-
ment of DMRs in the bodies of paternally expressed genes, is very

A B C

D

Fig. 3. Genomic distribution of DMRs between embryo and
endosperm. (A–C) 50-bp windows across the genome were
assigned to either introns, exons, intergenic regions (no gene
or repeat annotation), repeat regions (mostly TEs), or an
edge category (the boundaries of gene bodies and repeats),
and the number of windows that constitute the embryo
methylome and the number that overlapped defined DMRs
were counted. Further resolution of repeat windows (black
bar in A) is shown in B. Further resolution of Class I non-LTR
sequences (pink bar in B) is shown in C. (D) The mean CG
methylation difference between embryo and endosperm
was calculated for 50-bp windows of varying degrees of
DNase I hypersensitivity in two tissues. The mean DNase I
hypersensitivity of some sequence elements categorized in
A–C is indicated.
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Fig. 4. Enrichment of DMRs between embryo and
endosperm at imprinted genes. (A) Kernel density
plots of the differences between embryo and en-
dosperm CG methylation in 50-bp windows across
the bodies of all annotated genes (black trace) and
imprinted subsets (red and blue traces); p, p-value
of a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. (B)
Genes were aligned at the TSS and TTS, and the
proportion of genes with a DMR present is plotted
for each 100-bp interval within 3 kb of the align-
ment sites (dashed lines). Within specific genic
regions (boxed in gray), maternally (red) and pa-
ternally (blue) expressed genes are enriched for
DMRs compared with the genome average (green),
with significance evaluated using Fisher’s exact test.
(C) Examples of maternally (red) and paternally
(blue) expressed genes enriched in DMRs. Green
bars represent embryo CG methylation, orange bars
represent endosperm CG methylation, and red and
blue bars represent CG methylation of the maternal
and paternal genomes, respectively. Identified
DMRs are underlined in red.
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similar to that inA. thaliana (7), further reinforcing the mechanistic
similarities between monocots and dicots.

Endosperm Exhibits a Unique sRNA Expression Pattern. To examine
sRNA expression in rice seeds, we sequenced endosperm and
embryo sRNA libraries from Nipponbare and Kitaake re-
ciprocal crosses and also libraries from several control tissues
(Table S2). Unlike in embryo, seedling root, and seedling
shoot, 24-nt sRNAs in the endosperm predominantly map to
genic and intergenic regions rather than TEs (Fig. 5A), al-
though embryos show a somewhat intermediate pattern (Fig.
5A). Furthermore, the endosperm 24-nt sRNA reads that do map
to TEs indicate a different pattern of TE-associated sRNA ex-
pression compared with other tissues (Fig. 5 B and C). The ma-
jority of TE-associated sRNA production in embryo, shoot, and
root occurs within class II TEs shorter than 500 bp (Fig. 5B). This
group is largely comprised of miniature inverted-repeat TEs
(MITEs), which preferentially occur near genes in euchromatic
regions and are the predominant target of CHH methylation in
rice tissues (16, 23). In contrast, 24-nt sRNA production in en-
dosperm is much more evenly distributed across different TE
classes and sizes (Fig. 5B), although class I TEs >6 kb are still
underrepresented compared with their genomic abundance (Fig.
5 B and C).
The endosperm is also distinguished by strong expression of

24-nt sRNA from a modest number of loci (Fig. 5D). We termed
the genomic regions of high sRNA production in the endosperm
small-interfering RNA in endosperm (siren) loci. Siren loci are
dispersed intermittently across all 12 chromosomes, account for
74% of 24-nt sRNA in Nip × Kit endosperm and 64% of 24-nt
sRNA in Kit × Nip endosperm despite cumulatively spanning
only 0.44% of the genome, and have an even stronger than

average tendency to occur in genes, intergenic regions, and small
TEs (rightmost bars in Fig. 5 A–C).

Imprinting of Endosperm 24-nt sRNA Shares Similarities with That of
Genes. The stringency associated with accurately mapping short
reads to parental genomes, along with the sparse distribution of
SNPs within regions of sRNA production, resulted in a very small
fraction of the total reads from F1 seeds being informative for
detection of parental biases (Table S2). For example, of the 12,991
endosperm sRNA-producing loci we identified, only 125 possessed
a total of at least 15 parentally sorted reads in each of the re-
ciprocal crosses (Dataset S3). Nevertheless, we were able to assay
the general trends of 24-nt sRNA parental expression in embryo
and endosperm. We did not detect significant parental bias in
the embryo (Fig. 5E), but did find large deviations from the
expected 2:1 maternal:paternal ratio in the endosperm (Fig. 5E).
Of the 125 informative loci, 15 had a significant maternal bias
(p < 0.001; Fisher’s exact test), and 16 had a paternal bias in both
reciprocal crosses. Only four loci were unambiguously biallelic
(SI Materials and Methods). Like imprinted genes, imprinted 24-
nt sRNA-producing loci are enriched in DMRs (Fig. 5F). These
results are in contrast to the strong tendency toward maternal
sRNA expression described in A. thaliana seeds (12) that is
unaffected by DNA methylation (14).
Of the 31 imprinted sRNA loci, four overlap known im-

printed genes, with sRNA and mRNA expression always oc-
curring from opposite parental alleles (Fig. 6; Table 1). Of the
remaining 27 imprinted sRNA loci, 18 overlap genes of unknown
imprinted status (Dataset S3), suggesting that a substantial pro-
portion of imprinted sRNA may correspond to imprinted genes.
Notably, the maternally expressed gene Os02g29230 (Fig. 6,
middle column) that overlaps DMRs and paternally expressed
imprinted sRNAs encodes a DME homolog named ROS1B
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Fig. 5. sRNA (24-nt) expression in the endosperm,
embryo, seedling root, and seedling shoot. (A–C)
Relative abundance of 24-nt sRNA expression across
the genome, subdivided as in Fig. 3 A–C. (D) Kernel
density plot of 24-nt sRNA expression intensity in
endosperm, embryo, root, and shoot at loci longer
than 600 bp (length threshold imposed to exclude
microRNA loci). (E) Kernel density plots depicting
the prevalence and direction of 24-nt sRNA paren-
tal bias. Deviations from zero (dashed line) indicate
either maternal bias (deviation to the right) or pa-
ternal bias (deviation to the left). (F) Kernel density
plots of the differences between embryo and endo-
sperm CG methylation measured in 50-bp windows
across all sRNA-producing loci (black trace) and
imprinted subsets (red and blue traces); p, p-value of
a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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(24), suggesting the possibility of a complex, multilayered regu-
latory relationship between DNA demethylation and sRNA
pathways.

Discussion
Our results indicate that strong site-specific CG endosperm
hypomethylation is a conserved feature of flowering plants. As in
A. thaliana (7), rice CG hypomethylation occurs at discrete sites
with open, euchromatic features [as evidenced by DNase I sen-
sitivity (20); Fig. 3D] on the maternal but not paternal chromo-
somes and is associated with CHG and CHH hypomethylation at
the same sites. These results strongly implicate the activity of
a DME family glycosylase in the rice central cell. The rice DME
homolog ROS1A (Os01g11900) has an expression pattern and
mutant phenotype in reproductive tissues similar to A. thaliana
DME (24), and is a good candidate for a functional rice DME
analog. Conserved action of DME-like enzymes in monocots is
also supported by the reports of localized DNA hypomethylation
in the maize central cell (25) and on the maternal genome in the

endosperm (25, 26). Furthermore, A. thaliana and rice show
similar patterns of DMR enrichment in and around maternally
and paternally expressed genes, suggesting that the mechanisms
that regulate imprinted expression are conserved despite the lack
of overlap between known imprinted genes in A. thaliana, rice,
and maize (21, 26–28).
We also show that rice sRNA-producing loci behave like genes

with respect to imprinting, in terms of the direction of imprinting
biases and correlation with sites of CG hypomethylation. Paternal
expression of endosperm small RNAs associated with maternal
DMRs may be regulated by the same epigenetic mechanisms that
have been proposed to explain paternal mRNA expression linked
to maternal DMRs (11). Taken together with the likely conser-
vation of imprinting mechanisms in flowering plants, this suggests
that conventionally imprinted sRNA loci may also exist in A.
thaliana but have not been detected because of the large amount
of maternally encoded sRNA that is not regulated by known
imprinting mechanisms (14). It is possible that this accumulation
indeed reflects a unique imprinting pathway that does not operate

Fig. 6. Snapshots of 24-nt sRNA abundance in reads
permillion (RPM) and CGmethylation in rice embryo
and endosperm, around paternally expressed (blue)
and maternally expressed (red) imprinted genes. At
positions where SNPs resolved reads between pa-
rental genomes, 24-nt sRNA abundance and DNA
methylation of the maternal and paternal genome
are represented by red bars and dark blue bars, re-
spectively. Siren loci identified in our analysis are
underlined in orange; DMRs identified between
embryo and endosperm are underlined in red. Note
the different scales for endosperm sRNA compared
with the other tissues.

Table 1. Regions of overlap between imprinted 24-nt small RNA-expressing loci and imprinted genes

Chr.
sRNA locus

start
sRNA locus

end
sRNA locus

expression bias
Gene locus

ID
Gene locus

start
Gene locus

end
Gene locus

expression bias
Functional annotation

of gene

1 40,538,301 40,544,848 Maternal Os01g70060 40,539,921 40,553,708 Paternal RNA Pol-II binding domain
2 17,344,451 17,357,050 Paternal Os02g29230 17,348,970 17,357,069 Maternal DEMETER homolog
6 19,595,101 19,605,500 Paternal Os06g33690 19,603,058 19,605,119 Maternal CAPIP1
7 4,701,351 4,709,900 Paternal Os07g09020 4,701,864 4,711,518 Maternal AGO14

Chr., chromosome.
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in rice. Alternatively, the maternal bias seen in A. thaliana may
have been due to deposition of sRNAs from surrounding ma-
ternal tissue such as the seed coat, because the ratio of seed coat
tissue to endosperm is greater in A. thaliana seeds than in the
much larger rice seeds used in our experiments.
We and others have proposed that a major function of the

demethylation that occurs in central and vegetative cells is to
produce mobile sRNAs that are transported into the egg and
sperm cells to reinforce the methylation and silencing of TEs (7,
10, 11, 29, 30). Generation of the sRNA signal may be facilitated
by the relaxation of chromatin in the companion cells (10, 30)
and is supported by unusual sRNA patterns in A. thaliana pollen
(30). Our finding that the sRNA population of rice endosperm
spans a wider range of genomic sequences, including expression
from many TE types that are underrepresented in other tissues,
is consistent with this idea. Because the sRNA patterns in the
relatively mature rice embryos we analyzed are distinct from
those in endosperm, our data also strongly argue that the bulk of
the hypothesized sRNA exchange must occur during early de-
velopment, either between the gametes and their companion
cells before fertilization and/or between the nascent embryo
and endosperm.

Materials and Methods
Illumina Library Construction. Bisulfite sequencing libraries for Illumina
sequencing were constructed essentially as described previously (31).
sRNA libraries were constructed as described (32). Because our analyses
evaluated DNA methylation and sRNA patterns that were consistent
between a set of reciprocal crosses, we did not perform biological rep-
lication for each cross.

Allele-Specific Mapping of Reads. Sequencing reads were sorted to the Nip-
ponbare and Kitaake genomes as described (28). DNA methylation of cyto-
sines within sorted reads was calculated as described (22, 31).

Definition of DMRs. CG fractional methylation in 50-bp windows (each
window averages methylation on both strands) was compared between
embryo and endosperm. Windows with embryo fractional methylation at
least 0.2 greater than that in endosperm and a Fisher’s exact test p < 0.05
were merged if they occurred within 300 bp. Merged DMRs were re-
tained if the fractional methylation in embryo across the DMR was at
least 0.3 greater than that in endosperm and the Fisher’s exact test was
p < 10−5.

Identification of Imprinted sRNA-Producing Loci. Loci of 24-nt sRNA ex-
pression were defined by blocking together 50-bp windows with more
than five read counts in libraries from the same tissue type when the
50-bp windows were within 500 bp of each other. The number of ma-
ternally sorted and paternally sorted endosperm 24-nt reads that mapped
within these loci was recorded, and the significance of bias was calculated
using Fisher’s exact test.
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